Point of View

Five Reasons to Upgrade Your PC
Hardware Now
With the January 14, 2020, deadline looming for Microsoft to retire Windows 7, now is the time to
upgrade to Windows 10. And if you’re already upgrading your software, it makes sense to upgrade your
PC hardware at the same time.

Updating technology is a fact of life in today’s business
world. And even though the process of updating can
cause some disruption, the payoff is faster processes,
new functionality and improved ease of use. One way
to minimize disruption and make the most of your
investment during this major OS upgrade cycle is to
simultaneously update your hardware. Here are a few
points to consider as the deadline approaches.
Security Through Support
Security is top of mind throughout the financial services
industry, and protecting member data means protecting
the PCs that access that data. Once the Windows 7
deadline passes in January, technical assistance and
software updates from Microsoft that help protect
your PC will no longer be available. Without the regular
security patches for your hardware, your credit union
– and your members’ data – could be vulnerable to
viruses and security breaches.
Increased Performance
By upgrading your hardware, you’re likely to experience
a noticeable boost in performance. PCs today are up
to 53 percent faster than those from only five years
ago, according to an April 2019 article in pcmag.com,
“Powerful 9th Generation Intel Core CPUs Are Coming
to Laptops.” The faster processors load more quickly,
allowing you to complete simple tasks at a faster rate.

In fact, the August 2017 laptopmag.com article, “Intel
8th Gen Core CPUs: What You Need to Know,” reports
a 40 percent performance increase from Intel’s 7th
generation chip, released mid-2016, compared to Intel’s
8th generation chip, released in late 2017. Today’s PCs
pack more processing punch than ones from just a
couple of years ago.
Expired Warranties and Accounting Benefits
Unless you’ve opted for an extended warranty,
coverage for your workstation or laptop could be as
short as one or two years. If your hardware’s warranty
period has expired or is nearing expiration, consider
purchasing replacements. Also, depending on how your
credit union depreciates hardware, opting to replace
your hardware versus upgrading current machines could
have beneficial accounting effects.
For example, if you depreciate hardware over five
years or more and your PCs are in the final two years
of depreciation, then your computers are at least three
years old and are more likely to have issues with the
Windows upgrade. If you choose to purchase new PCs
now, you can save the downtime and money spent on
Windows upgrade issues while starting over with a
larger depreciation on the new equipment.

Add Capabilities to Keep Up With
Member Demands
Today’s tech-savvy consumer expects the latest
features and capabilities from everyone they do
business with, not the least of which is their financial
institution. Providing the most up-to-date functionality
requires the most up-to-date devices. For example, the
number of financial institutions planning to equip their
staff with tablets shot up from 25 percent in 2017 to
51 percent in 2018, according a January 2019 report by
The Financial Brand, “Top Branch Trends for Banks and
Credit Unions In 2019.”
Adding “smart” features such as touch screen-capable
monitors, laptops and tablets – which are supported
by Windows 10 – can boost sales, increase branch
effectiveness and improve the member experience,
according to a July 2018 report by McKinsey &
Company, “A Bank Branch for the Digital Age.”
Save Time and Money by Bundling
Since you’re likely already budgeting to upgrade to
Windows 10, you can benefit from cost savings by
bundling it with a hardware purchase. An additional
benefit with a bundle is that the hardware has been
tested for compatibility with Windows 10. In general,
bundles are designed to:
• Save you time by removing the need to search
for the appropriate, compatible hardware for
your environment
• Save you money by leveraging bulk buying power
from top brands
• Easy for you by putting everything in one package,
especially if you work with your core provider to
ensure the hardware is compatible and recommended
for your core
The demand for new hardware will only increase as
the Windows 7 retirement deadline approaches. The
longer you wait, the more chances you have of not
getting your equipment in time and putting your data
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at risk. By upgrading now, you can avoid issues related
to the obsolescence of Windows 7 and get a head
start on realizing the performance benefits of
up-to-date hardware.
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